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(1) Monovalent metals (NFE model good)

Alkali metals (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs)

First BZ (of a bcc lattice) and the Fermi sphere

4π/a

kF = (3π2n)1/3,

n = 2/a3

à kF = (3/4π)1/3(2π/a)

ΓΝ=(2π/a)[(1/2)2+(1/2)2]1/2

∴ kF = 0.877 ΓΝ



Nobel metals (Cu, Ag, Au)

DOS of Cu

A111(belly)/A111(neck)=27

A111(belly)/A111(neck)=51

A111(belly)/A111(neck)=29

s-d hybridization



Optical properties of Alkali metals

Re σ(ω) for Na, K, and Rb

EM wave in a metal: exp[i(cω/n)x], n=(ε0+4πσi/ω)1/2

Absorption ∝ Im(n) ∝ Re(σ)

Fermi energy

Na: 3.24 eV

K: 2.12 eV

Rb:1.85 eV

0.64 εF

5000A ≈ 105 /cm << 108 /cm à vertical transition



Optical properties of noble metals

Cu: low threshold (2eV)   Ag: high threshold (4eV)

dàs sàs
dàs



(2) Divalent metals

Eg.,Fermi surfaces of Beryllium

Empty lattice actual FS

   

http://www.phys.ufl.edu/fermisurface/

hole

electron



(3) Trivalent metals

Eg., Aluminum

The FS from the empty lattice model:

2nd BZ   3rd BZ

Actual FS



(4) Semimetal

Number of carrier << 1022/cm3

Examples: As(4s24p3), Sb(5s25p3), Bi(6s26p3); graphite

Band structure of graphite (by Bross and Alsheimer)

(nonzero DOS at K and H)

Pentavalent metals As, Sb, Bi have rhombohedral crystal

structure (stretch a cube along its body diagonal) with 2 atoms

in a unit cell (10 valence electron fill 5 energy bands)



(5) The transition metals (d metals, 3d, 4d, 5d)

² Fermi energy at d-bands

à higher DOS, larger specific heat C∝ kB
2Tg(EF)

² Tight-binding approx. more appropriate.

² Correction from e-e int maybe as large as 100%.

² Partially filled d-bands may give rise to magnetism.

Electron spin no longer simply “a factor of 2”

(chap 32)

Bcc tungsten

hole pockets

Electron



(6) The rare earth metals (f metals, 4f, 5f)

Ø Mostly hcp, similar chemical properties, difficult to get large

and pure samples. Therefore, few Fermi surface data.

Ø Theoretical band calculation may not be reliable anyway.

Expect to see f-band characters near FE, but not so!

s-p-d hybridized bands in the middle

split f-bands above and below

Ø Simple one-electron band picture may fail altogether!

E.g. Mott transition (metal-insulator transition)








